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nor yet for the Pennsylvania. So you go down those
lugubrious stairs into those glooms and, I was about to say,
all is explained. But come to think of it / don't know why
they should be so undecorated; no other parts of the stations
are. It is a thing that has always puzzled me. I used to
imagine it was because New York, once having obtained
its citizens, was unwilling to see them depart and so dis-
couraged them. And having all the citizens she wanted and
to spare she presented a grim front to her visitors and so
discouraged them. But that is perhaps too fanciful to be true.
The fact is I suppose that the railway will not spend a
penny of unnecessary money, ... It would be ... it has
been . . . possible to turn subterranea into the most mag-
nificent of decorated places, with decorations glimpsed
perhaps only once in a thousand years. But deathless. Go
to the British Museum, that other horror of grim interior
squareness, and look at the frescoes with which the Egyptians
decorated the interiors of their burying-places. You would
say that any old time and any old people could decorate
even their necropoles better than we.
§
We arc now under abandoned boilers, deserted factories;
swamps deserted because even the denizens of swamps
cannot but abandon them or die poisoned with the poisoned
trees. Shafts of light fall on us from above and whirl round—
with the effect of explosions. The ladies have divested them-
selves of their furs; they appear less willowy; many have
assumed spectacles to read with. The pink-grey gentlemen
sit on the edges of their armchairs; they fumble for cigars.
Pretty soon we shall abandon these once seats of the Mighty—
who now sit in automobiles bursting along the Highway
above our heads—and go to places where you wash, drink,
smoke, observe. With all the comforts and none of the inter-
ruptions of Home. . * . But for the moment the grim spirit
of the subterranean departure still holds us. We only fidget
on the edges of our chairs.
I don't want to make a song and dance about the be-msted
and pestilential approaches to New York. All cities great

